Snyder, Nyhart emphasize greater rapport, progress
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Nybarg failed to place as Coast Guard swept by the engineers

John Wargo '70 unleashes javelin in Saturday's meet against Coast Guard. Wargo failed to place as Coast Guard swept by the engineers by a 106-49 count.
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Seating arrangement for faculty meeting

The 'balcony' portion of Kresge Auditorium will be reserved for non-Faculty observers at today's special Faculty Meeting on the status of R.O.T.C. Additional visitors will be able to listen to the proceedings in the Little Theater. The meeting will begin at 3-15, with the doors opening at 3:00. No one will be allowed in the aisles. As in the past, students wishing to speak will have received permission in advance.

Student conditions improve markedly under Wadleigh

(continued from front)

were no terrors in the fraternities. And facilities in the dormitories were sparse.

University philosophy

Acting on these problems required a definition of the philosophy which forms the basis of a residential university. In particular, Wadleigh argued for a movement away from the "in loco parentis" tradition to avoid "mothering" the students. His efforts and those of his staff were "seriously directed to providing the back-up for students' initiative."

Wadleigh refused to construct a list of the "milestones" marking the Institute's past nine years of development. Rather, he stressed the evolutionary character of events, as MIT reacted to changing times and a changing nature. Gradually, the breadth of the Dean's responsibility became an increasingly difficult load for one man.

We have an unusual situation here," Wadleigh conceded. "For instance, Harvard has a Dean of Students and a Dean of the College, while the Dean of Student Affairs at MIT had to work with both graduates and undergraduates."

Retirement

Wadleigh first spoke with Johnson about retirement four years ago. "Time passes on, and it always helps to bring in new blood," Wadleigh said. "I was getting a little older." Four or five months ago, Wadleigh decided this would be his last year.

Wadleigh did not specify the duties of his new role as Institute Vice-President. "There are many senior administrative jobs that need to be done," he said. "Jobs outside the portfolio of the other officers. 'A lot depends on the performance of other administrative people. It will be an open-ended job. I'll be acting in a right-hand way."

Johnson also stated that a replacement had not yet been named for Snyder in the post of Chief Psychiatric Officer, but that he expected to make that announcement shortly.

The exact manner in which these two new appointments will fit into the administration's formal structure has not yet been decided, though it is known that Nyhart will report to Snyder, who in turn, is directly responsible to Johnson and Wiesner. In addition, Snyder informed the Tech that he would become a member of the Academic Council.

The Tech needs you!

*new staffers are harder to find than new deans...

John Wargo '70 unleashes javelin in Saturday's meet against Coast Guard. Wargo failed to place as Coast Guard swept by the engineers by a 106-49 count.

100 yard dash-T-10.2 sec, 1. CG; 2. L. Kelly-M; 3. CG.

220 yard dash-T-22.2 sec, 1. CG; 2. L. Kelly-M; 3. CG.

440 yard dash-T-49.9 sec, 1. L. Kelly-M; 2. CG; 3. CG.

Fifth in New Englands

Staff for this special Issue of The Tech: Steve Carhart, Reid Aube, Bruce Weinberg, Bob Dennis, Karen Wattel, Mike Bronberg, Bob Young, Vicki Halfburton, Joe Kush, Alex Makowski, Al Goldberg, John Jurewicz, Gail Thurmond. Special thanks to Steve Terry of LSC, printer.
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Fifth in New Englands

Lightweights second in EARC options Tennis

0.91 5-38 4-9

ML 16-3-5

Lancaster

MIT 9-UNH 4
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